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hit the sea. Meanwhile, we kept on flying over various towns
in France for three hours more, trying to locate ourselves.
It was absolutely black everywhere—impossible weather,
so far as flying was concerned. Never in my life have I flown
in worse weather. We located one place we thought was
Paris, but it proved to be some resort. I don't yet know the
name of the place.
We saw several beacons. Once, when we observed one
flashing, we thought it was Mount Valerien. We saw it three
times from an altitude of 12,000 feet or so and went down
to 6,000 feet to try to "get it," but we couldn't see a thing.
It was lost, whatever it was.
We were circling in the hope that we might find Paris.
We would see a glow in the sky now and then and think it
might be Paris. We would go over there and try to "pick up
something," try to find a chance narrow lane down through
the increasing storm and everlasting fog. Then, when we got
nearer, we would see nothing at all. The glow always faded
and left us in the same inky darkness.
Then about one o'clock came the incident which un-
doubtedly saved our lives. It was impressive and an in-
dication of the exceptional and wonderful judgment of
Commander Byrd. There was no confusion whatever—not a
bit—and no excitement of any sort. By now it was undeni-
able—we were going to crash. All four of us knew it*
It was at that unavoidable moment which means life or
death, and most likely the latter, that Commander Byrd went
into his cabin alone and sat down for ten or fifteen minutes.
He sat there while the America floundered on with four pairs
of eyes, good for nothing outside of a few square feet within
the ship.
He was trying to think a way out of our predicament. All
of us knew it and appreciated the terrific strain that must be
upon him. I know that he had on his heart the thought that
four lives were hanging on his decision and he was giving

